1. . Introduction.
Consider the following problem: A "system" (or "item", "instrument", etc.) with a "lifetime" that has the distribution function F(t) is to be inspected at times t-^tg,... . If inspection reveals that the system is inoperative, it is repaired (or replaced); otherwise nothing is done.
The general problem is to choose the inspection plan, i.e., the sequence t 1 ,t 2 ,... , in an optimal way in a suitable sense. Results in this connection can be found in articles [k] , [2] where further references can be found. In these studies it is assumed that the distribution function In the present paper the case is considered in which the system has.an exponential lifetime, i.e., ... ._.
-<L-X and in this manner approach the plan that would he optimum if X were known. This idea is, of course, not newj it has already been used hy Chernoff and others [5] , [l] in their papers on sequential design of experiments to which this paper is related.
The plans proposed here are of two general types, viz., (i) plans "based on maximum likelihood methods,
(ii) plans based on refinements of the Robbins-Monro stochastic approximation method [8] .
The asymptotic properties of these two types of plans are generally the same, but from a practical point of view the latter seem preferable in that they are computationally simpler and involve storage of a minimum of past information.
Notation and general assumptions.
Unless otherwise stated, we shall assume that there exist known constants X and X; with 0 < X < X < 00 such that (2.1) X 6 (X, X) .
Many of the results below can be formulated and proved if X is restricted only by 0 < X < », but (2.1) simplifies things considerably and is not unrealistic from a practical point of view in that X may be arbitrarily small and X arbitrarily large.
We shall also assume that inspections and repairs are instantaneous.
Let {üyd P) be a probability measure space. All random variables to be introduced below will be assumed to be defined on (fi, &>P). A generic element of Q will be denoted by ta and we shall, follow theusual practice of exhibiting or omitting the argument "ID on random variables according to convenience. "■{'.
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i.e., Y .= 0 if the i inspection reveals that the system is inoperative and Y. = 1 otherwise. Also, f is a real-valued measurable function of (Y.,...,Y ), functionally independent of X. Intuitively, after n inspections, the next inspection time T . depends on the past observations (Y,,...,Y ) through f while U allows for in n n additional randomization.
The class of all these inspection plans will be denoted by ■ ** and a generic element of t/ by I.
3>
Maximization of information.
We define the average information obtainable from a plan I after n inspections by
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where L n (X) is the likelihood function of X based on (Y.,, ...,Y , T l' "* ,T n^* Also let > (3-2) J(l,X) = lim inf J (l,X) , n-»« and we call j(l,X) the limiting average information obtainable from plan I.
In this section we consider the problem of maximizing J (l,X) and j(l,X) by a judicious choice of I. The relevance of this problem to efficient estimation of X is well known ( [5] , [6] ) and need not be discussed here. TT (e-^D^d-e -) i=l
1^-H
The distribution of (U.,, .. ..,U ) being independent of X, we find t -. 1 since the function T (l-e" ) e is maximized by T= T x -Thus, (3.3) follows.
. Equality in (3.3) is attained if and only if T ± = T x a.s. for each "i, i.e., if X were known, the optimal inspection plan in the sense of maximizing J (l,X.) for each n and X would call for periodic inspections with inter-inspection times T^. However, within the classts (i.e., when X is unknown) there exists no optimal plan. In order to choose among the plans in c^ we have to use a different criterion. Thus, we might require that inf J (l,X) be maximized Xe(X,X) n for each n, i.e., seek the maximin plan. From (3-5) it follows that such a plan exists in «-/* and consists of taking T. = Tr for each i.
This type of criterion does not take into account the information about X that becomes available as inspection proceeds. Plans with this property can be studied by using the criterion j(l,X).
Definition; An inspection plan I is said to be adaptive (relative
J(I,X) = X _1 T X (2-XT X ) .
We shall now define and discuss a few adaptive plans,
The following plan is denoted by ML. Let T^ be an arbitrary number such that , \ = max{X, min(X,u n )} . Proof. We show firstly that, X -» X a.s. as n -»» n (3. 11) and for this it suffices to show that (3.12) Now u -» X a.s. as n ->» n P{Y ± =1, 1 < i < n) = P(Y ± =1, 1 < i < n-DPfY^llY^l, 1 < i < n-1) -XT, < P{Y.=1, 1 < i < n-l)e " ^ Iterating hackwards we have P{Y =1, 1 < i < n) < e h.
Since P{Y =1, 1 < i < °°) < P{Y =1, 1 < i < n) for each n, we have Consider some a>efJ and suppose that
Then there exists a sequence [a ) and an integer k. such that for all k > k^
and, by (3«13) we may also suppose that for some i < n.
Hence, from (3-8), for k > k_, 
we have "because of (2.1»-). Also, ....
Hence, by Theorem E, p. 387 of [7] , n~ I -»0 a. s. as n-» < n
In particular, we may suppose that for our cu,
The first tvo terms on the right in (3.l6) are
and using the inequalities
this expression is greater than
where we have used (3.lU) and the fact that Ts-< T. < T. . Therefore, dividing (3.l6) by TL and letting k -*«> while using (3.17) and (3.18), we get
:.i»,,t.
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which is a contradiction. Hence "-' P(^ < lim sup u < n+€) = 0 .
11-» oo n
It is also readily shown that P{lim'sup u = ») = 0 (in fact u < T e * a.s.).
n-»» n n X Thus it follows that
By a similar argument we show that P{lim inf u < X) = 0 n-»oo " and these two results yield (3.12).
Now, since T. is a continuous function of X, it follows from
A.
(3.11) and (3.10) that T -+ T. a.s. as n ->». Also,
and hence it follows from the dominated convergence theorem that 2 -XT,, -XT X -1 _i_ . J(ML,X) = T x e x (l-e *") = X ^T^-XT^) , '
concluding the proof of the theorem. It is also possible to modify
Wald's proof of the consistency of the maximum likelihood estimator [11] to show that X -»X a.s.. n (ii) A Stochastic Approximation Plan.
The following plan (denoted."by SA) is "based on the Rohbins-Monro stochastic approximation method [8] ; it exploits the fact-that J.\
corresponds to the lOO(l-p) ■ 79*7-th percentlle of the exponential distribution, independent of X. The plan ie defined ae follows:
Choose T n arbitrary in [ r JV,T, 3 and. after defining T......T let (3.21) and X n = " T n logP '
A n = X n lp_1 = " T n (p log p)_1 ' -1. T n + 1 -""«C^ mintT^, T^n" A^-p))) , n = 1*2,... .
For the rationale behind this plan we refer the reader to [8] and [10] .
Theorem 3«3: The SA plan is adaptive.
Proof. It suffices to show that
it follows from Theorem D, p. 387 of [7] that (3.23) £ W. converges a.s. as n ->» . Now, suppose that for some toefi for which (3-23) holds we can find a sequence {n, ) such that
Then we shall show that Repeating this argument we find that if
|T m -T x | < e for m=0,l,...,i-l
! f * :
0
Now we apply the same argument but starting with T , instead of T .
It follows that, for all m, l\ + m " T J < e V and (3.25) follows.
To conclude the proof of the theorem we shall now show that for almost all 00, T, is a limit point of the sequence {T (a>)}. Fix As far as the criterion J(l,X) is concerned, the ML and SA plans are equivalent; however, the plan leading to a sequence (T ) which converges fastest to T, seems preferable in that this plan would generally lead to the largest average information J (i,X) for finite n.
One possible way to judge the rate of convergence of {T } is to consider the variance of the asymptotic distribution of /n (T -T, ). The
asymptotic distributions of /n (T -T.) for both plans considered [ML and SA] are given in the next theorem.
Theorem 3.^: For both the ML plan and the SA plan, we have Theorem C, p. 377 of [7] , or Lemma 6, p. 377 of [9] or Lemma k, p. 238
of [10] , we have
Since l-e~ = x[l+g(x)] where g(x) ->0 as x -»0, (3«30) can be
Hl-e ) s T x p(l-p)" a.s. as n -*» , (3.30) and (3.29) yield
^(u-XjiwtO^l-rip-V) .
n Writing /n(X n -X) = y/nCi^-X) + e^, it follows from (3.10) and (3.12) that e. -»0 a.s. (in fact e = 0 for n large enough). Hence ^(X -X) and /n(u -X) have the same asymptotic distributions. ...ih., -Aii ^ ,. i ,,«i ,',, ■ ■. ",-5ig-sässc...*,"'■ I
^ . 1.;
Since and we obtain also
which is equivalent to (3.28).
Now consider the SA plan. Since T n -»T x and T^-< T^ < T^ there exists a random variable N with P(N < °°) = 1 such that, for all n > N,
and hence, by (3-21), for n > N , T n + 1 = T n + n \M.
(3.32) = T n + n _1 A n (e n -e X ) + W Q = T n -n-1 (l + e 2n )( V T x ) + W n where e_ -»0 a.s. as n -*•». 2n Multiplying (3.32) by (n+l) 7 , rearranging terms and writing temporarily we have (3.33) X n+1 = X n -n-1 (l-7+ e 5n )X n + (n + l)\ where e, -*0 a.s.. This theorem states that it is essentially not possible to improve on the ML and SA plans if the. criterion used is the asymptotic variance of /n" (T n -T x ). '..-".
k.
Minimization of cost.
We shall now suppose that maintenance of the system involves the following costs: Each inspection costs c., units; repair of the system if it is inoperative costs c ? units} and while the system is inoperative a cost of c, units per unit time is incurred. In this section we shall study the problem of choosing the inspection plan so as to minimize the long run expected cost per unit time. Intuitively speaking, when X is small, the system fails infre^ quently so that one would expect that the best inspection plan would require infrequent inspections; that is in accordance with the behavior of T* as X ->0. Also, if X becomes large, the system would be failing at a high rate. If this rate is high enough, one would expect
22
-J^JSC-JT*,--:..-~-<i; » that it would "be more economical to abandon the system and sustain the cost c, per unit time rather than to try to maintain the system..
Again, this is in accordance with the "behavior of T* as X. increases and, in fact, the critical value is X = c,/(c 1 +c 2 ).
Now we turn to the case where X is unknown.
Definition: An inspection plan I is said to he adaptive (relative to The lower bound on the first two terms on the right of (3>l6) given by (3-l8) is replaced by
in which we have used the fact that c,c" < T ± . < s ± which follows from (J+.13) and (U.l6).
Hence, dividing (3.l6) by ru and letting k -» « while using (^.17) and (^.18) together with (1^.15) we again obtain a contradiction. (ii) A Stochastic Approximation Plan.
Unfortunately T* cannot he characterized independently of the A, unknown X as was possible for T.. Consequently, construction of jTMTit-iitni-rtmwrr «g*raa «=i csaaaggrS^S: ZX3J=^5SX rre-!.-*rTr-T-<rr-nr^-^-r^-^ra*r--J»-;r.--■ . .r'.^'. , 'i " .;.Triij^ .... _&.. suitable inspection plans using stochastic approximation methods becomes more difficult. We shall discuss such a plan using a sequence of estimates of X "based on a stochastic approximation method closely related to that used to estimate T, in section 5. The relation between these methods will he indicated below. -IT, ^ -1 -1 n n n B < n c,c, e -* 0 as n -»« n -3 1
and, for X -X > €, ' n -
..
-XT -X T T n _1 B (e n -e n n )
nn/ x n n.\ =\ n ^ne (e -1)
..-XT -> £ n _1 B e n n € T -*-n n > € I n 1 = 00 .
With these three facts in hand an analog of.the proof of theorem 3 • 3 can he given to show that X -»X a.s. as n-*oo. We shall not
give the details again.
One possible way to compare adaptive plans is, as in section 3> "to compare the asymptotic distributions of T and choose that with the smallest asymptotic variance.
Theorem k.h: For both the ML and the SA plans we have .j previous section as indicated by Theorem 3«5«
5-Extensions.
We are now considering the extension of these results along the following lines:
(i) Replacement of the exponential distribution by a more general failure distribution.
(ii) Other types of cost functions. 1«^.
